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Agenda  
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There is a classical reluctance toward covalent drugs owing to concerns over non-specific or off-target activity. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Almost 1/3 marketed drugs that inhibit enzymes are covalent modifiers  

 

Perfect approach for therapies that require a high target occupancy for effective treatment. 
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Introduction  

 

 

Aspirine  

covalently modifies COX by acetylation.  

   

    Penicillin b-lactams  
                                                                                     covalently bind protein-1B. 

 
 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=RxHrWOkM5xSjUM&tbnid=VXsZA8Ek2VFVDM:&ved=0CAgQjRwwAA&url=http://bridgeheadcarbons.blogspot.com/2008_10_01_archive.html&ei=eGYCUbCMCYWr0AX0z4CIBQ&psig=AFQjCNHQ310qIgxUZk6yhqrQVWrw1cz_gA&ust=1359198200217759
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=covalent+inhibition+aspirin&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=ibGSbRArKY8jeM&tbnid=AyAR7Czr45bcsM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0090698002000278&ei=rWQCUYfvLobB0gXXt4DICA&psig=AFQjCNHgGvsBuvxUkboyThnjeCcqU0oWfA&ust=1359197742550680
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Reversibility of some covalent bonds 

Michael Acceptor (MA) 

DOI: 10.1002/anie.201203341 

* 

One of the common approaches:  

 

Ligand as Electrophile (MA)   

+  

Nucleophilic protein residue 

(Cys*, Ser and Thr)  
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Example of targeted covalent inhibitor (TCI) in kinases 

cysteine in the Active Site? 

(Boehringer Ingelheim ,  

Phase III, breast cancer) 

Non-covalent discovery program 

Improved Selectivity Panel (only 10 kinases) 

Why in Kinases?  

• Poor selectivity across the family of kinases  

• The high intracellular concentrations of the endogenous competitive substrate (ATP) 

• Enabling structure-based drug design 

    “Design by modelling an electrophilic group based upon the 

binding mode of an existing reversible inhibitor “  
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Reversibility of some covalent bonds 

 

The formation of covalent bonds can be reversible or irreversible.  

 

The reversibility depends on 

 

 - structure (electronics and sterics)  

 - stability of the adduct  

 - surrounding conditions 

 

 

The new covalent drugs are only weakly reactive and are designed to be highly selective! 

 

    Computational tasks: 

 

  1. Automated docking methodology for both complexes. 

 

  2. Compute chemical reactivity of the electrophilic warhead. 
 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

doi: 10.1038/NChemBio.925  
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Docking Webportal  

 Available through Knime Webportal 

 

 Just upload 2D molecules 

 

 Fully automated and fast process 

 

 Docking results collected in shared area 

 

 Used by chemists for “idea validation” 

 

 Computational Chemistry time is saved 
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Ligand Preparation. 

Ligand Preparation is carried out on the fly! 

 

Steps:  

 

- 3D conversion (Corina). 

 

- Protonation state at physiological pH. All ionic species could be added. (Chemaxon) 

 

- Tautomerism is considered. All tautomers could be included. (Chemaxon) 

 

- Stereochemistry is also taken into account. (Corina or Chemaxon) 

 

 

 

For some challenging cases: 

 

- Extensive Conformational Sampling (Omega) 

 

-  Ligand overlay (ROCS) onto the known probe(s) 

 

Probe 
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Ligand Prep. modification for GOLD covalent docking 

Both protein and ligand files are set up with the link atom approach. 

 

Inside the GOLD the link atom in the ligand will be forced to fit onto the link atom in the protein.  

 

Docking a library of compounds requires a consistent atom order to be defined. 

 

Addition of  S- 

is needed 

CSS definition to order  

consistently the atoms list 

GOLD docks covalently bound inhibitors: specify which ligand atom is bound to which protein atom. 
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Docking.  

DOCKING: 

  Run in parallel (32 processors).  

 GOLD software. Parameters are defined in gold.conf 

 

ADDITIONAL CHECKERS: 

 Docking score (DS) for each ligand is compared with the reference (traffic-light classification). 

 The Strain Energy (MOE) is also computed (guesstimate of the molecular distortion in the active site). 

 Mogul software (CSD) will analyse the geometries of the poses against the crystallographic database.  
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Docking.  

Requested DOCKING-related parameters in JC4XL file: 

  When covalent docking Gold.Score_COV is also added. 

 

 

 

 

 Molecule  index  Gold_Score  e_LE  dock_class  Strain_E  Mogul_Torsions 

 1  65.4  0.22  Better  12.2  C16C15C11N4; 

 2  49.4  0.18  Similar  6.3  
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Pymol metanode (Schrodinger Labs) 

 An useful pymol metanode is available for Pymol users to visualise the docking results on the fly!  

 Pymol reader and Pymol writer are not currently available. Our modified pymol metanode is used as a Pymol writer 

 

 Docked ligands 

Start-up commands 

NEW! 
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Pymol session 

Pymol session includes: 

 Protein reference. 

 Active Site. 

 Ligand reference. 

 Multi-SDF with docked cpds. 
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Chemical reactivity of electrophiles.   

Parr (Global) Electrophilicity Index:1  

 

1 Parr, JACS, 1999, 121, 1922. 

Local Electrophilicity Index condensed to atom k:2  
  

 

Quantum chemical descriptors have been used in predictive toxicology and chemical reactivity in general. 

Charge distribution, IP, EA, dipolar moment, polarisability ... 

  Chattaraj, Chem Rev, 2006, 106, 2065. 

* Good correlations found between DFT and semi-empirical calculations. From HT purposes we will compute the later ones. 

2 Jaguar, Dmol3 and other QM /DFT programs calculate them directly 

electronegativity chemical hardness 

electrophilic Fukui function 
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Chemical reactivity of electrophiles.   

All chemical descriptors requested by the chemists are collected in JC4XL file. 

 

A few thousand Michael acceptors containing –CN 

 

 MM minimisation 

 Charges and Energies computed at AM1 level 

 PCA  and Clustering post-analysis 
 
 

Renumbering script 

(Chemaxon)  

: Nitrile reactivity (see next slide). 
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Reactivity of diverse nitriles 

Cysteinyl proteases interact with some nitriles in a reversible fashion. 

Correlation between theoretical reactivities (DFT level) 

and experimental results were found 

 Oballa, Biorg. Med. Chem. Let. 2007, 998. 

Nitrile reactivity = E(adduct) - E(nitrile) 
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Intrinsic Chemical reactivity.  Experimental Mayr‘s scale 

A database of all his published reactivity parameters is available.* 

 

These parameters are calculated here 

 

 

                                 log k20°C = sN(N + E)  (1) 

 

 

E = electrophilicity parameter 

N = nucleophilicity parameter  

sN = nucleophile-specific sensitivity parameter 
 

Equation (1) does not include steric effects. 

 

* http://www.cup.lmu.de/oc/mayr/reaktionsdatenbank 

If Michael Acceptor (MA) of interest is not found  

in the DB let’s predict it! 

 

How?  
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Prediction of Mayr Electrophilicity Scale (MES) 

 Estimation of MES with a QSAR approach using Empirical and DFT descriptors* 

 The performance of QSPR model improved dramatically by using DFT descriptors (q2~0.8) 

Weka diagnostic models 

(SVM) 

MOE descriptors  

We achieved a similar accuracy in the MES prediction (MOE and AM1 descriptors) 

AM1 descriptors  

(frontier molecular orbital related ) ** 

* F.Pereira et al. J. Org. Chem. 2011, 76, 9312-9319 

**  LUMO energies, chemical harness, Parr electrophilicity index,... 

These are several examples of computed parameters to design the electrophilic warhead  
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Conclusions 

 

 One of many complex workflows created within Evotec to support Medicinal Chemistry teams. 

 

        Structure-based drug design (SBDD) required traditional and also covalent docking protocols. 

 

        QM descriptors were computed to analyse the chemical reactivity of the electrophilic warheads. 

 

 All the calculations were pipelined and automated by the means of Knime webportal.  

 

        All the results are stored in user-friendly files (JChem4XL and PyMol) in the project folders. 

 

       All the different and individual sections of this workflow can now be independently used in other projects. 
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